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1. Introduction
The increasing complexity of software systems makes their development complicated and error prone. A widcly
used and generally accepted technique in software engineering is the combination of different models (or views) for
the description of software systems. The primary benefit of this approach is to model only related aspects (Iike structure
or behavior). Using different models cIarifies different important aspects of the system, but it has to be taken into
consideration that these models are not independent and they are semantically overlapping.
The models constitute the fundamental base of information upon which the problem domain experts, the analysts
and the software developers interact. Thus, it is of a fundamental importance that it clearly and accurately exprcsscs the
essence of the problem. On the other hand, the model construction activity is a critical part in the development pron:ss.
Since models are the result of a complex and creative activity, they tend to contain errors, omissions and
inconsistencies. Model verification is very important, since errors in this stage have an expensive impact on the
following stages of the software development process.
Models are constructed using a modeling language (which may vary from naturallanguage to diagrams and even to
mathematical formulas).
The success of software development methods, such as Object Oriented Analysis (Coad and Yourdon, 1991).
Object Oriented System Analysis (Shlaer and Mellor, 1988), Object Modeling Technique (Rumbaugh el al., 1991),
Booch's design method (Booch, 1994) and the Rational Unified Process (Jacobson et al., 1999) are mainly based on
their use of intuitively appealing modeling constructs and rich structuring mechanisms, which are easy to understand.
apply and transmit to the customers. However, the lack of precise semantics for the modeling notations used by these
methods can lead to several problems:
- Misunderstanding of models: a reader's interpretation could be different to the model creator's interpretation, cvcn
if recommend textual explanations (e.g. data dictionary) are given by the methodology.
- There are several separate models (e.g. static, dynamic, functional models) that are difficult to integrate and
maintain consistent;
- Models cannot be validated (neither informally nor formally) leading to insecure systems where, for examp\e
behavior under certain conditions may be unpredictable.
- Since the meaning of sorne language constructions are not accurately defined, the people involved in the projcct
often waste time discussing the different possible interpretations that can be allocated to the language.
On the other hand, formallanguages for modeling, such as Z (Spivey, 1992), VDM (Jones, 1990), F-Logic (Kifer
and Lausen, 1990), DS-Logic (Wieringa and Broersen, 1998) has a well-defined syntax and semantics. However, its use
in industry is not frequent. This is due to the complexity of its mathematical formalisms, which are difficult to
understand and communicate. In most cases, experts on system domain who decide to use a formal notation, center their
effort upon the managing of formalism instead of focusing on the model itself. This leads to the creation of formal
models that do not properly reflect the real system.
As a consequence, it has been proposed to combine the advantages of both approaches, intuitive graphical notations
on the one hand and mathematically precise formalisms on the other hand, in development tools. The basic idea for this
combination is to use mathematical notation in a transparent way, hiding it as much as possible under the hood of
graphical notations. This approach has advantages over a purely graphical specification development as well as over a
purely mathematical development beca use it introduces precision of specification into a software development practicc
while still ensuring acceptance and usability by current developers.
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2. Project description
We address the problem of gaining acceptance for the use of an unfamiliar formalism by providing sound semantics
to a well-known graphical method. The main components of the proposal are rules to associate syntactic structures of
the modeling language with elements within a formally defined semantic domain.
The main advantage of the semantic proposal regarding the others, resides in that graphic language is turned into a
formallanguage hence, thus the specifications expressed in a graphic language can be formally analyzed to early find
out contradictions and ambiguities in the software development process. One of the keys to the success of this proposal
resides in hiding the mathematical notation, as much as possible, behind the graphic notation. For example, it should b~
possible to use formal semantics to develop CASE tools. Only language developers should use formalism to build the
CASE tools and justify their correction, while application software developers could handle graphic models with no
need to know the underlying mathematical formalismo
The Unified Modeling Language UML (1999) is a standard graphic language for modeling and specifying objectoriented systems. The language consists of a set of constructs common to most object-oriented languages. From th~
standardization of the UML active discussions have risen about the semantics accuracy of its constructions. While the
Object Management Group OMG was responsible for the standardizing of the UML as notation, the semantics of the
UML is still a research issue.
There are an important number of theoretical works - see, for instance, (Muller and Bezivin. 1998) and (France and
Rumpe 1999) - that deal with different part of UML, formally defining its syntax and semanties. However, there is still
a long way to run regarding this matter. It is particularly hard to compare the results of the respective articles, and it is
even harder to combine such results with the aim of obtaining a semantic standard for UML. This difficulty arises
because of the different works that use diverse formal methods (or languages), or cover a notation subset, or assumc a
particular system subelass to be specified. However, an important amount of the proposals can be c1assified in two
groups: formalizations based on the model and formalizations based on the metamode1. We explain this c1assification
in the following section.
Formalizing modeling languages. Classitication of approaches
A number of approaches for giving semantics to modeling languages (specially the UML) can be elassified in two
different groups: model-based and meta-model-based approaches. This elassification is inspired from the four levels in
the architecture of modeling notations (UML, 1999). The main difference between these approaches is the focus ol' the
formalízation. Formalizations in the first group eoneentrate their attention on the model level, while formalizations in
the seeond group foeus on the metamodellevel:
•

In the model-based approaches (Moreira and Clark, 1994; Franee et aL, 1997; Waldoke et aL, 1998; Wieringa and
Broersen, 1998; Lano and Biccaregui, 1998; Kim and Carrington(a), 1999) the individuals in the semantic domain are
the business objects, for example accounts and elients of a bank. (Le. the formalízation focuses on the particular
system that is being described).

•

In the meta-model-based approaches (Evans et al., 1999; Breu et al., 1997; UML, 1999; Evans et al., 1998; Kim
and Carrington(b), 1999) the objective is to give a precise description of eore concepts of the graphical modeling
notation and provide rules for analyzing their properties. The individuals appearing in the semantic domain are
modeling elements, such as classes, attributes, operations, associations, generalizations, etc. (Le. the formalization is
focused on the language itself instead of on any particular system deseribed by the language).

Our approach
We have defined the M&D-theory, a proposal for giving formal semanties to the UML. The basic idea behind this
formalization is the definition of a semantics domain integrating both the modellevel and the data leve!. In this way,
both statie aspects and dynamic aspects of either the model or the modeled system, can be described within a first order
formal framework.

3. Work and time schedule
The project ineludes the following research topies:
a) Developing a conceptual framework for the integration (duration: 4 months):
The UML consists of severallanguages (e.g. class diagrams or statecharts). It is necessary to develop a conceptual
framework for the integration of these languages. Based on this framework, the formalization of each individual
language as well as the integration with other languages can be achieved.
b) Formalization of the structural part of the UML (duration: 4 months):
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The UML provides graphical notation for class diagrams. Using the envisaged formalization it is possible to define
whether a class diagram fulfills general consistency constraints, e.g. absence of circular inheritance between classcs.
Besides such static constraints it is necessary to define the impact of the structural model on the behavioral parts.

e) Extending the UML by formal specijication techniques (duration: 4 months):
The underlying semantical model is extended by a suitable predicate logic. The logic is integrated in the structural
mode!. This enables us, for example, to express class invariants based on the na me space constituted by the structural
mode!. In this way, the integrated models can also serve as basis for type-checking facilities.
d) Introducing further semantical objects (duration: 6 months):
It is use fui to introduce further implicit semantical objects. These objects do not have representations 011 the
modeling language level but they are necessary in order to relate system states at different moments in time. The
semantics of operations can be defined as a relation on these system states.
e) Integration of graphical dynamic description techniques (object-oriented Statecharts, message sequence
charts) (duration: 6 months):
Graphical dynamic deseription techniques are highly important for expressing system behavior in a user-friemlly
manner. These teehniques should be integrated with the struetural mode!. The UML uses the concepts of object-orientt:u
statecharts as recently defined by Harel [Harel and Gery, 1997]. The meaning of message sequence charts as used in the
UML is up to now only sketched. Furthermore, use cases has been shown in practical context although the
corresponding language is less developed in the UML up to now.

4. Conclusion
Due to the missing formal foundations 01' the Unified Modeling Language UML the syntax and the semantics of a
number of UML eonstructs are not precisely defined. The aim of this project is to produce a rigorous object-orientcd
analysis technique that combines the UML with a formal object oriented specification language, ensuring that the
integrated technique is accessible to main stream software engineers.
The principal benefits of the proposed formalization can be summarized as follows: the different views on a system
are integrated in a single formal mode!. This allows us to define rules of compatibility between the separa te views, 011
syntaetical and semantic leve!. Using formal manipulation, it is possible to deduce further knowledge from the
specification. The faults of specifications expressed using a user-friendly notation can be revealed using analysis anu
verification techniques based on the formal kernel mode!.
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